Quarterly Report February 15, 2017 – May 24, 2017
Our mission: To enhance understanding and appreciation of the Kachemak Bay estuary and
adjacent waters to ensure that these ecosystems remain healthy and productive.
Facilities
The Field Station is undergoing a little sprucing up. All public space on the office-side has been repainted
and new carpet will go in over the next few months. This is in addition to the kitchen space, which was
done this winter. These small changes lend a welcoming feel to our office space.
Over the next several months we will be collecting public input about Mud Bay related to educational and
recreational opportunities. Laurie Daniel will be spearheading this dialog in an effort to reach a shared
vision among residences and landowners for how best to steward this important habitat.
Staff
Catie Bursch handed over her role as Harmful Species Coordinator to Rosie Robinson last month in order to
focus more energy on her commercial fishing business. Catie plans to join us in the winter for specific
projects, so we’re not really saying goodbye. And Rosie, having had a full year of Catie’s forthright
instruction, has taken the wheel and is piloting this program along with apparent ease.

Rosie, Dana Nelson, and Jim Schloemer are all moving up from Extended Temporary positions into Term
positions at the Reserve, meaning they will be fully benefited and will be with us as we roll into the next
fiscal year, which starts July 1st.
With summer upon us we will be bringing on several seasonal interns. Angie and Syverine will have help
from Emma Becker, from Smith College. Coowe will be joined by Brianna Dailey Pierce from Western
Washington University (back for her third summer), Jacob Jacobs from Portland State University, and Sarah
Coble from University of North Carolina Wilmington. Grace Allen from University of Alaska Anchorage
will be helping Rosie out with the Harmful Species program for three months. And Ellie Naider, a high
school dynamo from Florida, who has volunteered in our Discovery Labs for the past three summers, is
back this year as a full-on Education intern.
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RESERVE MONITORING UPDATES
ONGOING RESEARCH MONITORING PROJECTS:
SWMP: We continue to monitor water quality and weather through our System-Wide Monitoring Program.
The Homer Surface water quality site is back in operation (after being removed in mid-winter due to icing).
From December through March the average monthly air temperatures were colder than the long-term
average, and especially so in March, when air temperatures were 5.5 degrees F (3 degrees C) colder than the
14-year average. These colder air temperatures finally drove the water temperatures below average in
March, when water temperatures at our Homer Deep site were 2 degrees F (1.16 degrees C) colder than the
16-year average. This was the coldest deviation from the average since December, 2012. However, April air
temperatures were again above the long-term average, and water temperatures were about equal to the longterm average in April.
The Bear Cove water quality buoy should be back in the water before the quarterly meeting. We did
extensive repairs on it this spring, and then found out that we still need to upgrade the modem to get it
talking to the network again. We will make this change as soon as we get the new part. Deploying the buoy
was delayed this spring because our boat was out of service. We also found out that the city is changing the
lease for the site where we were planning to move the weather station. We are now negotiating with Land’s
End Resort to see if we can keep it there, where it has been since 2003.
We will be switching our two deep water quality sites over to the newer type of data sonde this summer,
which will mean that all four water quality sites will be using the newer type of instrument. Special thanks
to Jim and Rosie for all their hard work keeping SWMP running smoothly this quarter.
City of Homer Bluff Erosion: The results of the updated analysis of coastal bluff erosion in Homer were
delivered to the city in March, followed by presentations to both the City Planning Staff and Advisory
Planning Committee.
UPCOMING RESEARCH MONITORING PROJECTS:
Cook Inlet Aquaculture Association (CIAA) Tutka Bay Monitoring: We are just beginning a project to
monitor conditions in Tutka Bay prior to the installation of the hatchery net pens at the back of the bay next
spring. We will be analyzing bottom sediment characteristics and zooplankton samples. Alice will be
analyzing zooplankton samples provided to us by CIAA and getting results to the Association so they can
monitor food availability for their juvenile salmon. This work, combined with Rosie’s phytoplankton
monitoring, should allow us to assess possible impacts from the net pens next summer.

RESEARCH PROGRAM UPDATES
GENERAL INFORMATION:
OCEAN ACIDIFICATION ~ THE NEW ALASKA OCEAN ACIDIFICATION MONITORING NETWORK: KBNERR
is collaborating with the Ocean Acidification Network at University of Alaska Fairbanks, Alutiiq Pride
Shellfish Hatchery Chugach Regional Resources Commission (APH), and the NOAA Kasitsna Bay Lab
(KBL) to help further ocean pH monitoring in Kachemak Bay. The main goal of this project is to build on
the existing long-term monitoring programs in Kachemak Bay to include reliable and informative metrics of
ocean acidification for our high-latitude estuary. It is essential to have this in place so we can begin to do
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the research necessary to understand the environmental processes that may be impacting the nearshore
community ecology. We have the potential to gain much better insight on both trends and variability in pH
and aragonite saturation curves. In addition to a time series for pH and aragonite saturation levels, we’ve
just instrumented the KBL with a pair of SeaFET pH sensors (calibrated and maintained by UAF) to run the
marine field trials. In June, we’ll be setting the calibrated instruments out to collect data in Seldovia,
Homer, and Jakolof harbors till fall. This fall, we will be engaging Dr. Amanda Kelly, to provide some
community-based presentations on nearshore monitoring methods in Kachemak Bay. Stay tuned!
THE WARM WATER ANOMALY: THE “BLOB” IN HIBERNATION: We’ve enjoyed the first “normal” winter
in quite a while this year and some of us are wondering what that means in the ocean! Here is an excerpt
from the Blob Tracker to help us put it in perspective: “Cooler than normal sea surface temperatures ranged
across the northern North Pacific particularly December-February. So, is the Blob dead? From a surface
perspective, the answer is definitely yes; but subsurface data indicate that warm conditions are still lingering
below 100m depth in the northeast Pacific.”
Read more about it at: https://alaskapacificblob.wordpress.com/2017/03/13/the-blob-in-hibernation/
GULF OF ALASKA DESIGNATED AS A LONG-TERM ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH CENTER: “The National
Science Foundation has designated the northern gulf as a Long-Term Ecological Research site and will
provide grant money for future science in the area. It is one of two new LTER sites. Each will receive
$5.6 million in funding over five years.” This designation will help our understanding of how physical
processes in the Gulf of Alaska are trending relative to the physical and biological process in Kachemak
Bay and lower Cook Inlet.
Read more about it at: https://research.uaf.edu/node/9533
THE WAVE BUOY: The wave buoy in outer Kachemak Bay is still up and running and is helping local
mariners plan their travel around the Bay. The maintenance of this buoy is a collaboration among the
Integrated Oceans Observing System, Alaska Oceans Observing System, the Kachemak Bay Research
Reserve, NOAA Kasitsna Bay Lab, and the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge.

Figure above: Graph of wave heights from IOOS wave buoy 46108 (reported as 108 on marine weather channel)
during 13-17 May 2017. The buoy is located near the compass rose on the north side of outer Kachemak Bay. These
and other data from the buoy are easily graphed by going to:
http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=46108
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More information can be found at: http://www.aoos.org/lower-cook-inlet-wave-buoy-now-streaming-data/
or http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=46108
ONGOING OCEAN & COASTAL PROJECTS:
Gulf Watch Alaska: Kachemak Bay & Lower Cook Inlet Circulation and Marine Plankton
We found undeniable signs of spring in Kachemak Bay during our Bay-wide sampling during the last week
of March! Though yet to be processed, we found abundant phytoplankton and zooplankton in our samples.
In April, we conducted a complete lower Cook Inlet survey/Kachemak Bay oceanographic and marine
plankton survey and found the bloom to still be going strong. The intensive sampling that we do in
collaboration with the NOAA Kasitsna Bay lab helps inform the physical drivers for the Gulf of Alaska
system. The next five-years of monitoring will be focused on the nearshore habitats and provide more
highly resolved timing for marine plankton blooms to support nearshore habitat sampling projects (see
http://www.gulfwatchalaska.org/monitoring/environmental-drivers/oceanographic-conditions-in-lowercook-inlet-and-kachemak-bay/)

Figure above: Cook Inlet and Kachemak Bay sampling locations (2017-2021). Red stars indicate sites of continuous
sampling stations. Monthly CTD and plankton sampling (red lines) along and across Kachemak Bay. Quarterly
sampling (orange lines) adds sampling in high productivity areas in outer Kachemak Bay, near Anchor Point and
southeast Cook Inlet entrance. Spring survey (dashed yellow line) adds stations across the Cook Inlet entrance.
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NOAA Habitat Focus Area Shellfish Sustainability Project:

Figure above: During the last week of April KBNERR staff Jim Schloemer (middle photo with buckets of clam shell
litter) and Angie Doroff (far right sifting sediments for juvenile clams) joined UAF’s Gulf Watch Nearshore
Monitoring team to sample bivalves in the soft-sediment long-term monitoring sites in Kachemak Bay (far left, the
sampling crew is watching the tide in Jakolof Bay).

The late April low-tide series we were all into clams! KBNERR assisted Dr. Brenda Konar and Dr. Katrin
Iken UAF with their Gulf Watch Alaska Nearshore Monitoring studies in Kachemak Bay by sampling their
soft-sediment sites for clams in Bear Cove, Port Graham, and Jakolof Bay. In addition to monitoring live
clam densities, we collected shell litter (to determine species composition, size class, and sources of
mortality), substrate for first-year bivalve settlement, and samples of sediment grain structure. This
information will be used in the validation process of clam habitat mapping being done at KBNERR’s Alaska
Center of Conservation Science’s Geography and Environmental Studies Department. Concurrent with our
field sampling, our education and outreach team did an amazing job communicating about clams for Sea
Week in Seldovia, Port Graham, and Nanwalek ~ see the KBNERR Education and Outreach section of this
report for more information.
The pilot hard-shell clam restoration work being done by the Alutiiq Pride Shellfish Hatchery was enhanced
by laboratory experiments by Dr. Amanda Kelly, UAF. Using first-year butter clams, littleneck clams, and
cockles that were spawned, reared and settled by Jeff Hetrick in the APH in Seward, Amanda Kelly and
Cale Miller (UAF Ocean Acidification Monitoring Network) conducted laboratory experiments to assess
their tolerance to ocean acidification and increasing temperatures. In April, Rodger Painter of our HFA
team partnered with Michael Opheim (Seldovia Village Tribe and KBNERR Community Council Member)
to conduct clam surveys of beaches in the Seldovia area prior to getting their Critical Habitat Area Permit
for out planting the juvenile clams reared at APH. For more information on this project, see
http://accs.uaa.alaska.edu/kbnerr/bivalve-habitat/
Figure Left: During the winter, Cale Miller,
UAF works with young of the year cockles
(Clinocardium nuttallii) at the Alutiiq Pride
Shellfish Hatchery in Seward. Cale and
Amanda Kelly are running ocean acidification
(blue bench on the far right) and thermal
tolerance (center and back photos) experiments
for juvenile cockles, butter clams (Saxidomus
gigantean), and littleneck clams (Leukoma
staminea) reared from adults collected in
Kachemak Bay.
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Figure Right: This figure shows historical hard-shell clam
survey data from Seldovia Village Tribes relative to the
KBNERR Intertidal Habitat Mapping Project.

Ocean Circulation Mapping: In December, we
released 6 satellite drifters in the outer gyre in
Kachemak Bay. This was a very informative data
collection period and will help us define the outer
gyre under different oceanographic conditions. We
are still collecting data from one 1 m drogued drifter
in the Gulf of Alaska and one 15 m drogued drifter in
the inner Bay. Our next deployment will be midsummer when outer Kachemak Bay is stratified
(differing water densities create vertical layers). An
understanding of ocean circulation in the estuary will
help us to understand the relative threats to this area’s natural resources from point-source pollution, larval
transport of marine invasive species, and HABs. This project builds on an extensive data set and addresses a
specific gap in that data.

Figure Above: On the right, a satellite drifter track monitored for 22 day mid-Dec16-mid-Jan 17 provided
detailed information on tidal patterns, wind and wave forcing, and circulation patterns associated with the
outer gyre in Kachemak Bay during a time when water density is consistent throughout the water column.
The image on the right is a 45-day track line for a satillite drifter in the inner Bay at present.
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WATERSHED PROJECTS:
PROGRAM UPDATE:
The watershed group, recently dubbed ‘Team Shed’, will be busy this summer, working from headwaters to
estuaries. We welcome two new interns- Jacob Argueta Jacobs, arriving in late May, and Sara Coble,
arriving in late July. If any of the projects summarized below capture your interest, be sure to let us know,
and we will take you on a field day to experience the fun first hand.

ONGOING WATERSHED PROJECTS:
Anadromous Waters Catalog (AWC):

This map shows locations of headwater streams that have been officially added to the state of Alaska’s
AWC through our ongoing project funded by the Alaska Sustainable Salmon Fund. These streams are now
protected by Alaska Statute: 16.05.871, which means that anyone wanting to do anything to the stream
needs to submit plans and receive written approval from ADFG before proceeding. This is the strongest
protection for salmon bearing streams currently in place. We will be sampling 40 more headwater streams
to determine if salmon are present over the course of this summer.
Downstream effects of headwater stream productivity on juvenile salmonids and stream
macroinvertebrate communities in Kenai Lowlands watersheds
Sampling discharge during high spring melt time can be challenging, but will provide valuable information
on potential ‘nutrient flushing’ during this time. We’ve already tackled sampling of some of the most
difficult sites- the lower reaches of the Anchor River, Ninilchik River, and Deep Creek. Thanks to the
crew’s ingenuity, we were able to devise a system for pulling a dingy across the river, stopping to collect
depth and flow measurements at regular intervals (see first image below). We will be sampling twelve sites
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every two weeks all summer, collecting flow and water
chemistry data. We will be sharing data with ADFG
Sportfish, who are especially interested in the Anchor and
Ninilchik River flows. Ron Wilhoit, who owns the property
we use to access some of our headwater sites, used his new
drone to capture a team photo in the headwaters of the North
Fork of the Anchor (below).
The dingy was connected to rope strung across the river (out
of the picture to the left), on a pulley so that it could be pulled
across by people on either bank. Steve Baird holds the line on
the far side of Deep Creek, while Chris Guo collects discharge
at regular intervals across the river.

‘Team Shed’ captured in this image taken by a drone operated by the property owner, Ron Wilhoit. We
were sampling the upper reaches of Chakok Creek (North Fork, Anchor River). Left to right: Chris Guo,
Alice Rademacher, Steve Baird, Coowe Walker.
Modelling juvenile salmon estuary habitats in other estuaries in the Cook Inlet region
This summer, we will continue our State Wildlife Grant funded project to develop maps of fish community
assemblages related to estuary habitat features. The estuaries to be sampled include: Stariski Creek, Kasilof
River, Sheep Creek, Bradley River, Sadie Cove, Tutka bay, Jakalof Creek, Seldovia River, and Battle
Creek. We will combine data from these estuaries with the estuaries already sampled: Anchor River, Fox
River, China Poot Creek, Humpy Creek, and Deep Creek. Brianna Pierce, our graduate student from the
University of Washington, will be joining us for three weeks to assist with the sampling and analysis.
State of Alaska’s Salmon and People (SASAP): Kenai Lowlands Synthesis Working Group
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We had a hugely successful first working group meeting from March 6-10, held at Lands End, Homer.
Several KBRR Council members; Ginny Litchfield, Michael Opheim and Willy Dunne are part of this 20
person workgroup, which is developing tools for watershed management and outreach based on the wealth
of existing data for the Kenai Lowlands region. This project is funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation, with technical support provided from the National Center for Ecosystem Analysis and
Synthesis (NCEAS), and Nautilus Investing (NI).

State of Alaska Salmon and People (SASAP) workgroup members on the balcony at Lands End. Pictured from
left to right: Leslie Jones (new UAA faculty), Si Simenstad (U Washington), Chris Guo (KBNERR), Katie McCafferty
(US Corp of Engineers), Karyn Noyes (KPB), Mark Rains (U South Florida), Sue Mauger (CIK), Steve Baird
(KBNERR), Katherine Schake (NI), Coowe Walker (KBNERR), Dennis Whigham (Smithsonian), Jeannette Clark
(NCEAS), Ginny Litchfield (ADFG and KBNERR Community Council), Alice Rademacher (KBNERR), Ryan King
(Baylor U.), Willy Dunne (KPB Assembly and KBNERR Community Council). Not pictured are KBNERR Community
Council member, Michael Opheim (SVT), and Syverine Abrahamson (KBNERR).

Other Activities:
 Chris and Dana travelled to Johnson Lake to help teach school kids how to identify juvenile salmon
and invertebrates for the ADFG Salmon Celebration.
 Brianna Pierce, the UW graduate student working with us on the Anchor River estuary defended her
thesis with flying colors on May 16th. Brianna is working with us as a technician through the end of
June.
 Coowe presented at the Kenai Fish Habitat Partnership meeting, highlighting the State of Alaska
Salmon and People project.
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COMMUNITY MONITORING PROGRAM UPDATES
Harmful Algal Blooms: As most of you have likely heard the community monitoring program has gone

through a recent change with Catie Bursch leaving her permanent position. Catie got the community
monitoring programs off the ground and turned them into the great programs they are today. We look
forward to Catie coming to assist with special projects during this upcoming winter! Starting May 22nd we
will be having a UAA student, Grace Allan, working with our program for the summer season.
Before Catie left, we were happy to join Fish and Wildlife and
NOAA on a cruise on the Tiglax discussing marine careers with
local high school students. A portion of this involved teaching
the students how and why we monitor for HABs. It was a great
day organized by Fish and Wildlife that finished with students
floating in Eldred Passage in survival suits. The photo (left)
shows Catie & Jim stretching during their breaks on the Tiglax.
We have already seen Alexandrium in Port Graham this
summer; fortunately toxins were not accumulating in the
mussels we tested from there. Alexandrium is one of the toxic
species of phytoplankton we occasionally see in Alaska and it
can lead to Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning. Our HAB program has
grown since our last sampling season with new locations across
South Central Alaska. We are happy to be working with Cook
Inlet Aquaculture Association at the Port Graham Hatchery,
Fish and Game in lower Cook Inlet, and the Sea Life Center in
Resurrection Bay! Rosie has also received full funding to attend
a Harmful Algal Taxonomic identification course at the
Bigelow Laboratory in East Boothbay, Maine in August. The course is designed for those monitoring,
researching, and managing HABs and funding is provided through NOAA.
We will be testing shellfish from the Homer Harbor once every two weeks throughout the summer and will
be featuring those results within our weekly updates. If anyone is not receiving our weekly updates and
would like to be included in on those feel free to e-mail: rmrobinson3@alaska.edu.
Invasive European Green Crab: It’s monitoring season! We are in the process of setting up all of our
monitors with their traps and bait for the season. All of our sites in Kachemak Bay now have monitors,
including a new monitor at Bear Cove and we will soon be training another new monitor at Halibut Cove.
Our spring monitor events happened with classes from West Homer and McNeil elementary schools. Both
were a success with no European Green Crabs having been found. Throughout the summer we plan on
doing two longline trapping events on the North side of the Inner Bay, which will be one more than last
year.
European Green Crabs have been becoming a large issue in Sequim, WA where 52 have now been found.
The species are known for destroying eel grass beds and hurting shellfish harvests on the East Coast.
Currently various groups within Washington State are working to prevent the spread of these crabs but it is
definitely an uphill battle.
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Invasive Tunicate detection: It’s time for invasive tunicate surveys and SERC (Smithsonian
Environmental Research Center) plate sampling. In April we were able to check and switch out these plastic
plates (pictured below) from both the Homer and Seldovia Harbor, we are happy to say that no invasive
tunicates were found. Invasive tunicate sampling out of Kasilof on set-net lines will be happening in early
June. We will also be doing multiple beach surveys to follow up on previous potential invasive tunicates
that have been spotted around Kachemak Bay. Last summer, Erin McKittrick, one of our monitors spotted
an unknown tunicate on a beach close to Seldovia town. The tunicate ended up being native, but we are still
waiting to find out the exact species. We will be doing a follow up survey later in this summer and will keep
everyone posted on what we find!

EDUCATION PROGRAM UPDATES
ONGOING EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
Another Spring Program season is in the books! We offered a variety of programs this spring ranging in
locations, ages and topics. The biggest event this spring was our discovery lab Happy as a Clam. Not only
did we present it to the public and ten school groups here in Homer but we took it across the bay to
Seldovia, Port Graham, and Nanwalek. Read more about what has been going on within the education
sector. The following is a more in depth look at our recent programs and upcoming events.
Lunch Lectures
We collaborated with Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge (AMNWR) to offer nine winter
lunch lectures with a total of 184 attendees.
Dan Young

Topic: Fish, Fisheries and Fishing in Lake Clark

Attendance: 38

Heather Renner

Topic: Murre Colony Failures

Attendance: 13

Kara Zwickey &
Kendra Bush-St. Louis

Topic: Education in Unalaska and Sitka, Alaska

Attendance: 19

Aaron Christ

Topic: Stats and Sea Birds

Attendance: 14
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We also had our own Rosie Robinson present on April 18th about harmful algal blooms with 8 in attendance.
In May we had one lunch lecture with Yvonne Leutmyler present on Alaska Energy Literacy with 5 in
attendance.
Barley and O.A.T.s (Outdoor Adventure Talks)
This has been a great success for its first year! We have had ten presenters with 238 people in total
attendance. The focus is to have discussions of local adventures around the area in a casual and informal
setting, ultimately leading to more conservation efforts. In the summer we are taking a break from this
program. It will be back in late August with a new round of adventure talks. Go out this summer and maybe
you can present on your outdoor adventure! The following are the presenters since March and their outdoor
adventure talk. If you would like to speak let Dana Nelson know! It is only a twenty minute talk and you can
even have a beer in hand when talking. Thank you to Grace Ridge Brewing for providing the venture for
this wonderful series!
Bjorn Olson

Topic: Fat Tire Biking Iditarod Trail

Attendance: 23

Kim Powell and Martin

Topic: Cold Water SCUBA Diving

Attendance: 17

Hal Shepherd

Topic: Kayaking in Kachemak Bay

Attendance: 22

Aaron Lang

Topic: Birding Adventure in Alaska

Attendance: 38

Sea Squirts
The preschoolers have been wonderful this past year! The students are getting to know Dana very
well and are excited when she walks in the classroom. The best for Dana is when the students remember
different terms they learned from the last program. One that sticks out the most is they now all know what
camouflage means since the winter birds program in February. Here is a brief view of what these squirts
have been learning this Spring. Big thank you to AMNWR for letting us borrow pelts and mounts for these
programs.
March 8th Octopus
Octopus have eight arms and so can four
preschoolers! We had them link arms and walk
around the room to be their own octopus. We had a
total of 13 preschoolers.
April 4th Sea Otters
Alice got to help out with this program. The students
learned what a raft means, dove down to eat clams,
and smashed them on their bellies to eat (pictured
right). The students were the best 21 sea otter actors
we have ever seen.
May 2nd Puffins
Dana brought in two mounts from AMNWR of a tufted and horned puffin. All 18 students got to see the
difference between the two. They named them Pete and Travis respectively.
Next topic is Kelp! We hope to have the preschoolers get to explore the kelp along the beach and sing a
song or two.
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School Programs
March: Seeds of Spring (180 students)
Naturalist in the Classroom programs
Naturalist in the classroom is a new program this year. Instead of classes coming to us, we go to
them in the school. This means no scheduling a bus to programs! It has been spectacular so far. It has been
fun to go to into the classes and help with studying nature. This spring was all about seeds of spring
Jessica and Dana went into 8 classrooms for this program. Three of them were in Kenai at the Mountain
View Elementary. Students got to choose and plant seeds. They learned the parts of plants and how much
energy it takes for seeds to become plants.
April: Discovery Lab: Happy as a Clam (353 students)
We had a total of thirteen classes partake in this wonderful program provided by the Habitat Focus Area
grant. We took this program across the bay and it was a great way to connect with villages and learn from
them as well. In Seldovia and Nanwalek Alice, Syverine, and Dana presented to the students. In Nanwalek
we got to tide pool with the students and learned the best way to harvest a chiton - a butter knife and a rock.
Alice, Syverine, Rosie, and Dana all helped at Port Graham on presenting to the students on clams and
plankton.
May: Estuary Hikes, Shorebird Festival, and Salmon Celebration
Our estuary hikes were again a wonderful way to be outside with students to explore the wonder the beluga
slough as for us to learn. We had a total of 13 classes out in Beluga slough looking at the mud, birds, and
plants it had for us to see. We had a total of 276 students participate.
Shorebird Festival was a fun filled weekend of birds, binos, and a bit of beer. We had a family walk on Mud
Spit with 20 in attendance. Our Barley and O.A.T.s was the biggest one yet with 38 people listening to
birder extraordinaire Aaron Lang present on his birding adventures in Alaska. Alice and Dana helped with
the two discovery labs at Islands and Ocean on Saturday. The first lab was birding for adult beginners with
62 participants and the second was junior birders. We had a full lab at the junior birder lab with a flock of
149! Alice was at the craft table and it turned to a two table kind of day for her.
Salmon celebration was on May 11th with Dana and Chris going to Johnson Lake to help with
macroinvertebrates and juvenile salmon identification tables. It was a beautiful day of sunshine and 1050
students!
Sea Week: Sea Week is an annual celebration week dedicated to
the education of the coastal environment for the schools around
Kachemak Bay. This year KBNERR staff Syverine Abrahamson,
Dana Nelson, Rosie Robinson, and Alice Rademacher spent three
days across the bay in the communities of Seldovia, Port Graham,
and Nanwalek. To the right is an octopus found while tide pooling
on the reef in Nanwalek.
Seldovia: Elementary – 12 students | Middle School – 7 students
Port Graham: Elementary- 16 students | High School- 12 students
Nanwalek: Elementary, Middle, and High School – 73 students
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Figure Above: Students explore Nanwalek Reef during Sea Week

UPOMING SUMMER PROGRAMS:
Estuary Hikes
June 11th – August 12th Tuesdays and Thursdays at Islands and Ocean Visitor Center from 11-12pm. These
are hour long programs for the public and for all ages. Come down to explore with us on Beluga Slough
Trail
Discovery Labs
Starting on June 28th until August 11th Kachemak Bay Research Reserve will be having public discovery
labs every Wednesday and Friday from 1-3pm at Islands and Ocean Visitor Center. Our topics and dates for
this summer are:
Translating the Science of Our Landscape: June 28th and June 30th
Happy as a Clam: July 5th, 7th, 12th, and 14th
Estuaries: July 19th, 21st, 26th, and 28th
Our Changing Tides: August 2nd, 4th, 9th, and 11th
Lunch Lectures
Check out our Facebook page, website calendar, and the radio calendar on KBBI for any lunch lectures this
summer. They will be from 12-1pm at the Kachemak Bay Campus in room 202.
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COASTAL TRAINING PROGRAM UPDATES

RECENT TRAINING PROGRAMS:
Kenai Lands Forum (March 7th):
The Kenai Lands Forum Workshop was designed to help raise
awareness of and leverage ongoing interjurisdictional efforts as well
as identify new partnerships or opportunities for holistic land
management. The workshop fostered new relationships among over
80 participants representing a broad range of decision makers and
stakeholders on the Kenai Peninsula.
The need for the workshop came from the realization that most of
the land managers work across agency and organizational
boundaries. Rarely is there a project where a sole agency or
organization has complete jurisdiction. Land managers, agencies and partnership representatives gave 5
minute ignite presentations that were designed to introduce land management planning processes, and what
partnerships currently exist. Discussions following the presentations highlighted challenges and
opportunities for improvements in communicating about planning processes as well as the niches for current
or future partnerships.
Climate Resilience Workshop (April 20th – 21st)
This workshop was the last in a three part series. The
goal for this final workshop was to build on
participants’ experience and expertise, and the Kenai
Lands Forum this spring to develop capacity to plan
for future change. We took the next steps in thinking
about planning processes and community efforts to
prepare for, adapt to, and work together towards a
climate-resilient future.
In this workshop we linked the search for solutions to current problems to planning processes and
partnerships, evaluated short and long term adaptation in light of our vision and future scenarios, developed
indicators and metrics of successful adaptation, and identified ways to proactively build capacity to respond
to change.
Next steps for breakout groups included developing a seed
saving/banking program, investigate options for stormwater and
pollution planning and regulations, form a Kenai Peninsula Area
Transportation group, and investigate data and information gaps
related to water resources.
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Climate Art and Science Collaborative Project (February-April)
This focus area developed out of a call at the Climate Resilience Workshop to reach a wider circle of
stakeholders to enhance understanding of climate science and envision a resilient community future. The
project resulted in increased understanding of climate change impacts from local youth and community
members, to state policy makers. Additionally, the project used an innovative approach, weaving science,
art, and education into a collaboration to enhance understanding of climate change and community
resilience.
Artists Know Climate Change: This effort was in collaboration with the
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (KBCS) in a multifaceted project
involving arts and youth in the community to explore Climate Action on the
Kenai. KBNERR hosted Bringing Climate Change to Your Art Workshop
Sessions in February to help artists explore local observations (with Asia
Freeman and Jessica Shepherd), personal action (With Bjorn Olson and
Kim McNett) and community resilience (with Kaitlin Vadla and Syverine
Abrahamson) themes of climate change. The culmination of the Artists
Know Climate Change project was an art contest which was hung at Alaska
Islands and Ocean Visitor Center. The art was on display for the week prior
to Earth Day where the winners were announced at the KBCS Earth Day
Event on April 22nd.
Art and Science in the Schools: The Reserve subsequently partnered with the Artists in the Schools program
with Kiki Abrahamson and Fireweed Academy for a three-week climate change study in March responding
to a call to include a wider spectrum of the community in the conversation. KBNERR staff Syverine
Abrahamson, Jim Schloemer, and Alice Rademacher helped for 3 of the classroom workdays. Using
Reserve data and other sources, students investigated climate change issues, graphed real data, and
illustrated concepts in silk paintings. A total of 60 paintings were completed by the students and submitted
by Kiki Abrahamson into the Artists Know Climate Change Art Contest. The Fireweed art submission won
the Climate Resilience Workshop choice, as well as the Kachemak Bay Conservation Society’s People
Choice awards. The project had far-reaching results through the display at the Alaska State Legislature for
the month of April.

Alaska Lieutenant Governor Byron Mallott chose the artwork of Homer Student Beatrix Strobel to hang in
his office, which explored harmful algal blooms in Kachemak Bay. State Representative Paul Seaton said
the Juneau Legislative Information Office was so impressed they dedicated four panels in the Capital
hallway to the 3-6th grader climate art.
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Climate Prediction Applications Science Workshop (May 2-4)
This workshop brought together climate researchers, information producers, and users to share
developments in the research and applications of climate predictions for societal decision-making. Syverine
Abrahamson presented on KBNERR Climate Resilience work at the local and regional level through
collaborations and fielded questions in a Capacity Development Panel.
National Disaster Preparedness Training Center Community Resilience Workshop (May 5)
Syverine Abrahamson attended this workshop which was hosted in Anchorage by Alaska Sea Grant, and
plans to host this in the future on the Kenai Peninsula. NDPTC is a National Domestic Preparedness
Consortium DHS/FEMA training partner, and this course focused on enhancing resilience to natural hazards
and opportunities available to incorporate these actions into professional practice. The workshop re-iterated
the needs for grassroots collaborations similar to those we have been spearheading in Kachemak Bay.
Marine Ecosystem Workgroup (May 9th)
This group’s spring meeting 15 participants shared new projects and recent successes. The goal of this
group is to work across all regional partners to coordinate monitoring and research efforts to provide
credible, high quality and accessible scientific findings for our partners, decision-makers, and ultimately, the
public. Some of the topics discussed were a potential field trip to view the Tutka Bay Lagoon Hatchery net
pens, involving Kachemak Bay Water Trail members and more fisheries businesses as citizen scientists, and
education and outreach opportunities to increase awareness of marine ecosystem issues in Kachemak Bay.
KBNERR First Aid Training (May 12th)
CTP hosted a spring Basic CPR and First Aid training for KBNERR staff and Kachemak Bay Wilderness
Lodge. This was a very fun and informative day taught by Samantha Cunningham, in which staff developed
and problem solved remote or wilderness first aid scenarios specific to Kachemak Bay.

ONGOING TRAINING PROGRAMS:
Kachemak Bay Watershed Collaborative (March 2, April 4, and May 3) Next meeting TBD in Fall
CTP has been co-hosting meetings with Hal Shepherd of Water Policy Consulting to form a group that can
address issues that the Kachemak Bay Watershed faces, as a whole from headwaters to marine, instead of as
separate components or jurisdictions. We held 3 meetings this spring, with diverse participation from
stakeholders and decision makers. This fall we hope to formalize the role of this collaborative or partnership
to help inform cross boundary planning processes and decision making that incorporates best available
science and information.
UPCOMING PROGRAMS
WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS:
True North Guide Training (May 25)
This training will be held at the Field Station May 25th from 9-5. The goal of this training is to help the
Kachemak Bay guides become more comfortable with the ecosystem they are educating their clients about
on a daily basis. This is a pilot training the Reserve has developed as a Business Professional Master
Naturalist, and we hope to expand offerings in the future to additional coastal businesses.
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June CC Field Day (June 7)
June 7th will be our Community Council Field Day! This meeting will be a field day across Kachemak Bay
to showcase current Research and Monitoring by the Reserve and our Habitat Focus Area Partners. This full
day will include presentations on a variety of topics, especially those related to bivalve habitat research and
restoration. Kasitsna Bay Lab and Seldovia Field experiences will be on the agenda as well. We are looking
forward to this fun day across the bay! http://accs.uaa.alaska.edu/kbnerr/event-registration/
Planning Collaborative Meetings 2-day training (September 20-21)
Imagine a world where meetings are effective, collaborative, and productive. This class, offered in
conjunction with Alaska Sea Grant in Anchorage, will train participants to design meetings that enhance
problem solving and minimize conflict. Anyone interested in learning techniques for facilitating meetings is
welcome to register. Those who facilitate workshops mainly in Alaska coastal communities are especially
encouraged to participate. The trainers will be from the NOAA Office of Coastal Management. The class is
limited to 35 participants, with preregistration required using the online registration.
https://seagrant.uaf.edu/events/2017/planning-collaborative-meetings/

PUBLICATIONS
1. Whigham, Dennis, Coowe Walker, Jasmine Maurer, Wes Hauser, Steve Baird, J.T. Keuskamp, Pat
Neale “Watershed influences on the structure and function of riparian wetlands associated with
headwater streams - Kenai Peninsula, Alaska”
Published open access in Science of the Total Environment on April 18th, 2017
2. Matheus, William, Ryan King, Coowe Walker, Mikhail Matz, Pat Danley “Investigation of fine
spatial scale genetic population structure in two co-distributed Alaskan salmonids: coho salmon and
Dolly Varden char of the Lower Kenai Peninsula” submitted to North American Journal of Fisheries
Management on February 9th, 2017.
3. Yeager, Alyse, Ryan King,, Caleb Robbins, Robert Doyle, Coowe Walker, Dennis Whigham. “A
Little C Goes a Long Way” “Low level dissolved organic carbon additions enhance periphyton
biomass and metabolism in a boreal headwater stream” submitted to Freshwater Science on April
9th, 2017.
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Coastal Training Program:
FUNDED!
Business Resilience: NERR Science Collaborative Science Transfer Grant $45,000
Promoting Coastal Community Resilience through Alaska Fisheries Business Self-Assessments
This project will transfer resilience indices developed for fisheries by the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant
Consortium. With Science Collaborative Transfer Grant funding we will collaboratively update the
Fisheries Resilience Index business self-assessment using best available science and local issues. We will
convene our network of partners including Alaska Sea Grant, Alaska Marine Conservation Council, fishery
industry leaders, resource managers, business owners and resilience experts in focus groups of target
audiences. Multi- sector business resilience workshops will be developed using the updated Fisheries
Resilience Index and curriculum and publications will be distributed for additional trainings in other
Alaskan communities.

Watershed Program:
Title: “Collaborative Tool Development for Promoting Resilient Ground Water Resources and Holistic
Watershed Management at the Kachemak Bay NERR”
Funder: NERR Science Collaborative.
Total funding requested over 2 years: $500,000
Partners: University of South Florida, Cook Inlet Keeper, KBNERR Council,
Expected decision date: The pre proposal received positive reviews and we were invited to submit a
full proposal, which was due on May 15. Part of the review process for the full proposals includes
interactive panel discussions with proposed team members, which are scheduled for July. Final
funding decisions will be made in August.
Title: “Estuary and marine influences on productivity and biologic communities of fish and shellfish habitat
in nearshore estuary environments of Kachemak Bay, Alaska”
Funder: NOAA Habitat Blueprint.
Total funding requested over 3 years: $600,000
Partners: Smithsonian Environmental Research Center
Expected decision date has been delayed due to federal budgeting uncertainties. At the time this
report was prepared, we had not yet heard.
Title: “Downstream effects of headwater stream productivity on juvenile salmonid rearing habitats”
Funder: State Wildlife Grant.
Total funding requested over 1 year: $212,000
Partners: Baylor University
Expected decision date: June 2017
Title: “Assessing Kachemak Bay’s Blue Carbon Resources”
Funder: NERR SC Science Transfer.
Total funding requested over 1 year: $100,000
Partners: Waqoit Bay NERR, Smithsonian Environmental Research Center
Letter of Intent Submittal: May 24th, 2017
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